Farsen handling kan “rase framover med eskalering av tilfeldigheter”, der den ene overraskelsen avløser den andre og leder til stadig nye turbulente situasjoner (Arnold og Sinemus 1983 s. 315).

Sjangeren oppstod i middelalderen og var da korte skuespill som spottet menneskelige svakheter og latterliggjorde dumheter i privatliv og det offentlige liv (Arnold og Sinemus 1983 s. 315). En farse fra middelalderen er den franske Gutten og den blinde, som ble spilt i 1266 og 1282 og sikkert flere ganger, om en blind mann som blir svindlet av sin tjener (Saulnier 1948 s. 94-95). På denne tiden var det ikke uvanlig å latterliggjøre blinde personer.

“Farce, a comic dramatic piece that uses highly improbable situations, stereotyped characters, extravagant exaggeration, and violent horseplay [dvs. kranglete lek]. The term also refers to the class or form of drama made up of such compositions. Farce is generally regarded as intellectually and aesthetically inferior to comedy in its crude characterizations and implausible plots, but it has been sustained by its popularity in performance and has persisted throughout the Western world to the present.” (https://global.britannica.com/art/farce; lesedato 24.11.16) Det er “a form of comedy that uses highly improbable situations and crude characters” (Torner
Hendelsene utgjør ofte en rullende snøball av forviklinger, med overdrivelser av alle slag (Florence March i https://episteme.revues.org/958; lesedato 02.06.16).

Robert C. Stephensons artikkel “Farce as Method” (1961) definerer sjangeren slik: “farce is the explosion that comes of compressing vis comica [= den komiske kraft] within narrow limits” (sittet fra https://episteme.revues.org/958; lesedato 12.01.17). Leo Hughes’ bok A Century of English Farce (1956) hevder at “the essence of farce is its dependence upon mere laughter, as opposed to comedy and its treatment of moral problems […]. Laughter is by its very nature transient, even fitful. The hearty, unreflective variety is especially dependent upon surprise and cannot therefore be long sustained. Correspondingly, the kind of drama which has as its chief aim the eliciting of this sort of laughter must itself be fitful, full of shifts and surprises, in terms of structure, episodic. […] While farce as a distinct genre was gaining its hold on audiences – a hold it has never relinquished – it had no success in winning the esteem of critical writers. Only rarely was a voice raised in defense of so “low” a form of entertainment” (http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt183q2fn; lesedato 05.01.17).

En farse er “et kort teaterstykke med lav, triviell, burlesk og oftest svært uanstendig humor som først og fremst skal skape latterbrøl hos folket” (Arthur Pougin i http://www.droz.org/eur/fr/1986-9782600014625.html; lesedato 30.01.17). Men det kan være innslag/elementer av farse i tekster som langt fra kan kalles farser. I den engelske forfatteren Charles Dickens’ roman Bleak House (1853) er det “an interval of farce as we are made to visualize Guster projecting herself into the kitchen ‘preceded by a flying Dutch cheese’.” (Smith 1974 s. 60)

Dickens’ The Strange Gentleman (1836) “is essentially a farce on the theme of mistaken identity, in which the prospect of a duel so frightens a young man that he sends a letter to the mayor in order to prevent it. Most of the action takes place in the room of an inn; doors open and close; various personages make their exits and entrances; the finale suggests the importance of those twin deities, marriage and money” (Ackroyd 1991 s. 198). Dickens skrev også farsen Is She His Wife? or, Something Singular! (1837), der “allusions to bigamy, seduction and adultery place it in the eighteenth-century tradition of broad humour” (Ackroyd 1991 s. 233).

Dickens’ “experiments with mesmerism belonged to a period in which the scientific understanding of the phenomena by experimental investigators began to diffuse into popular forms. […] Dickens’s involvement with the mesmeric engine of identifications is given an extra turn later in his life by the role he took in 1857 in Elizabeth Inchbald’s Animal Magnetism, which he performed in a double bill with Collins’s The Frozen Deep, in the writing of which Dickens has substantially collaborated. The farce can be regarded as a comic counterweight to the first play of the evening, in which clairvoyance is taken very seriously, as well as poking fun at Dickens’s own mesmero-medical pretensions. It shows the gulling of an elderly
quack Doctor (played by Dickens), who is keeping imprisoned his young ward Constance with a view to making her his wife. The Doctor is persuaded by Constance’s disguised suitor that he is able to cure any ailment and induce amorous fascination in any woman by the exercise of a magnetic wand. After the wand has brought about a series of misdirected adorations, and the Doctor has been tricked into thinking he has accidentally killed a patient by his bungling application of the magnetic influence, he agrees to sign a contract giving over his ward to her lover in exchange for protection from exposure and professional ruin. Here, the fictional fluid of animal magnetism flows together with the fluid fiction of influence, as the fluid becomes a metaphor for the mobile machinery of farcical deceptions and dissimulations.” (Steven Connor https://19.bbk.ac.uk/article/id/1521; lesedato 07.05.22)

Dickens’ Animal Magnetism (1857) er “a not entirely negligible or unamusing piece in which a doctor, played by Dickens, is fooled into thinking that he can “magnetise” the people around him [...] another farce, Used Up, in which Dickens played the part of an aristocrat whose ennui is eventually cured by the realities of simple farm life.” (Ackroyd 1991 s. 575)

I 1877 ble det framført “a new farce, written by Mark Lemon and Dickens himself [...] It was entitled Mr Nightingale’s Diary and concerns a hypochondriac who goes down to take the cold-water cure at Malvern” (Ackroyd 1991 s. 664). I James Kenneys Love, Law and Physic “Dickens had an opportunity to play, of all things, a benevolent lawyer, who engineers a series of hoaxes so that his friend can rescue his sweetheart from a forced engagement to a rich and objectionable rival.” (https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/44364559.pdf; lesedato 16.05.22)

“Det folk har ledd mest av er kontrasten mellom folk som later som de har kontroll, mens det er åpenbart at de ikke har det. Det er en erfaring like gammel som komedien selv, og det er selve drivverket i enhver farse” (Andreas Wiese i Dagbladet 29. januar 2012 s. 2).

“Farce is one of the oldest forms of comedy. The word farce is used to describe the elements of a type of comedy, as well as a form of drama itself. Theatrical farce can trace its roots to Greek and Roman times, where examples can be found in the plays of the Greek Aristophanes and the Roman Plautus. Plautus’ works contain many of the elements – broad comedy, exaggerated characters and humorous misunderstandings – that would become the trademarks of theatrical farce for many centuries to come. The word farce itself has an interesting history. It is derived from the Old Latin word “farsus” meaning “to stuff.” In the Middle Ages, a “farse” referred to the expansion or elaboration of church liturgy by the clergy. In 15th century France, the Old French word “farce” which means stuffing, began to be used to refer to the jokes, gags, or buffoonery that were inserted by actors into the texts of religious dramas. Eventually, these “stuffings” or asides would take on a life of their own and be performed independently.” (http://www.sctheatre.org/lessons/farce.pdf; lesedato 08.11.16)
Farse er “a form of entertainment usually scheduled between acts” (Joan Hawkins i Mathijs og Mendik 2008 s. 123-124). “Stemming from the French word meaning ‘stuffing,’ or ‘padding’, farce has been a source of theatrical comedy entertaining audiences for generations. The first farces were short comic sketches to pad the short breaks in long, often very sombre plays – a welcome respite from five hours of serious drama. These farces were usually performances of one act in length but towards the end of the 18th century, any piece that closed a play bill was labelled as farce and soon the definition of this comic genre became blurred until actor manager David Garrick began to revolutionise farce on stage. 18th century farce often revolved around the arranged marriages of the old school and the romantic love-matches of the new, thriving on social upheaval. These stock plotlines and stock characters were being developed throughout European Theatre at this time. In Renaissance Italy, a very physical and acrobatic style developed, incorporating old performance traditions that dated from the Roman Empire and the comedies of Plautus. This became known as Commedia dell’Arte. The professional touring troupes of Commedia performed outdoors at fairs and markets on makeshift stages. The style was broad, exaggerated, burlesqued, as it had to be to be seen and heard over the noise of a market fair. The dialogue was improvised around a short sketch whilst the physical action was a series of well-rehearsed, often acrobatic comic moments.” (Rosie Field i https://loversandliarsmedley.wordpress.com/about/a-dramaturgs-perspective/the-origins-of-farce; lesedato 21.11.16)

“A farce is basically an exaggerated comedy that invites an audience to laugh at absurd or highly improbable situations. Farce is generally considered to be a lower form of comedy. It is less sophisticated, for instance, than a comedy of ideas that incorporates moral or philosophical issues into the humor. Farces were designed as light entertainment, they were the sitcoms of their day. To that end, farces demand little from an audience other than a willingness to laugh. Unlike other forms of dramatic comedy, farce does not rely on sophisticated plots or especially well-developed characters; it relies on comic actions and events. Farce is also more physically oriented than other types of comedy and its accompanying pratfalls, double-takes and other exaggerated facial expressions demand split-second timing from actors to be effective. Although farce is often considered to be an intellectually inferior form of comedy, many great writers have written farces or been influenced by the genre. In the late 1600s, the great French comic actor Molière earned the favor of King Louis XIV while performing in a farce with his acting troupe.” (http://www.sctheatre.org/lessons/farce.pdf; lesedato 02.02.17)

“What makes a farce, a farce? While it can be difficult to separate farce from other forms of comedy, there are a number of elements that are trademarks of the genre:

- highly exaggerated fast paced plots
- absurd situations
- physical buffoonery
- complicated misunderstandings
- mistaken or disguised identities of the characters
- scheming or secrecy on the part of the characters
- violent horseplay
- wordplay and puns, often rude
- stereotypical or stock characters
- a chain reaction of events that escalate and get beyond the control of the characters

As a form of comedy, farce has had a lasting tradition in theater and other forms of entertainment. In the 20th century, farce would find new expression in the work of comic entertainers such as Charlie Chaplin, the Keystone Cops, and the Marx Brothers. Farce became a staple of the vaudeville tradition in France, England and the U.S. Today, farce remains the stock in trade of many television situation comedies and theatrical films. The English comic actor John Cleese is a modern day master of farce; his over-the-top performances on Monty Python’s Flying Circus and the classic television series Fawlty Towers, incorporate all the trademark elements of farce. The comedies of Mel Brooks and Jim Carrey owe much of their humor to the traditions of farce.” (http://www.sctheatre.org/lessons/farce.pdf; lesedato 07.11.16)

“Besides melodrama, farce and burlesque were the reigning forms in the nineteenth-century theatre. [Oscar] Wilde was very much aware of the possibilities in these forms for modern subversiveness: ‘Delightful work may be produced under burlesque and farcical conditions, and in work of this kind the artist in England is allowed very great freedom.’ ” (Worth 1983 s. 20) “With The Importance of Being Earnest Wilde anticipated a major development in the twentieth century, the use of farce to make fundamentally serious (not earnest!) explorations into the realm of the irrational.” (Worth 1983 s. 179)

Farsene skrevet av Pomponius og Novius i antikken var basert på eksisterende folkelige farser kalt “fabula Atellana” (Kowzan 1975 s. 72-73). “Fabula Atellana, (Latin: “Atellan play”), the earliest native Italian farce, presumably rustic improvisational comedy featuring masked stock characters. The farces derived their name from the town of Atella in the Campania region of southern Italy and seem to have originated among Italians speaking the Oscan dialect. They became a popular entertainment in ancient republican and early imperial Rome, by which time they were performed in Latin but possibly spiced with Oscan words and place-names. Originally based on scenarios handed down by oral tradition, they became a literary genre in the 1st century bc, but only a few fragments survive” (https://global.britannica.com/art/fabula-Atellana; lesedato 31.01.17).

Farsen har fra middelalderen vært kjennetegnet av kyniske narrestreker (Lanson og Tufffrau 1953 s. 94). Farsen frir til folkelig, populær smak og skal framkalle “fordervet latter” (Lanson og Tufffrau 1953 s. 97). Verk innen sjangeren kan ha noe
destruktivt eller nihilistisk ved seg: “Being a destroyer and detractor, farce is a negating force” (Albert Bermel sitert fra Brisset 2012 s. 60).

Shakespeares komedie The Merry Wives of Windsor har farse-preg. Den sentrale personen er John Falstaff, som er i økonomiske vanskeligheter og har en strategi for å få raske penger ved å sende kjærhetererklæringer til to velhavende, gifte kvinner i Windsor. En av deres ektemenn kler seg ut og driver manipulasjoner for å unngå å bli lurt av Falstaffs plan. Og de to fruene slår seg sammen for å straffe Falstaff. Blant annet lokker de han ned i en vasketøykurv som de skyver ut på Themsen.


“By the end of the 17th century, France had developed the two principal styles of comedic farce that we still have today: the older Italian style, very broad and physical and acrobatic, and the newer French style, where the acrobatics are verbal,
and quick wit dominates over slapstick. This amalgamation continued to evolve until the end of the 19th century, when they were brought to their ultimate form by Eugene Labiche, and then Georges Feydeau up to and including Samuel Beckett and Harold Pinter, whose plays are indebted to another inheritor of Commedia – the British music hall. The fashion of criticizing and laughing at the political establishment was seeping into British theatres at this time as well, but of course, did not go on forever. The Walpole administration initiated the infamous Theatrical Licensing Act of 1737 heavily censuring British stages. After the Act had been passed, all plays were censured and adapted before they could be staged in one of the only two ‘licensed’ playhouses, Drury Lane Theatre or Covent Garden Theatre. Both Miss in Her Teens and The Lying Valet were first performed in these establishments after the act was passed; a suggestion as to why any ‘debauchery’ within the text is coquettish and discreet, left instead to actors to extract then heighten through physicality on stage.” (Rosie Field i loversandliarsmedley.wordpress.com/about/a-dramaturgs-perspective/the-origins-of-farce; lesedato 21.11.16)

Den tyske dikteren Johann Wolfgang von Goethe skrev i sin ungdom farser der han latterliggjorde kjente forfattere, blant annet Guder, helter og Wieland om dikteren og oversetteren Christoph Martin Wieland (Boerner 1964 s. 39 og 46).


“*Box and Cox* is a mid-19th century one-act farce. It was written by English playwright John Maddison Morton and first produced in London in 1847 at the Royal Lyceum Theater. *Box and Cox* is the story of two men who unknowingly share the same lodging. Since one works at night and the other by day and thus never see each other, their greedy landlady has rented them both the same room. An unexpected holiday, however, brings them both together and thus begins a chain reaction of silliness that escalates until the final surprise. […] Interestingly, *Box and Cox* has made its way into the English lexicon. The phrase (as in “a *Box and Cox* situation”) is used to describe two people who are always in the same place, but never at the same time; or it is used to refer to some kind of a shared arrangement.” (http://www.sctheatre.org/lessons/farce.pdf; lesedato 07.11.16)


“How the Vote Was Won, written by Cicely Hamilton and Christopher St. John, was one of the movement’s [kvinnebevegelsens] best-known suffrage comedies. The piece achieved a great deal of critical acclaim and was immensely popular
among pro-suffrage audiences. The one-act farce was originally written as a short story before being adapted as a play by the WWSL [Women Writers’ Suffrage League] in 1909 (Stowell 58). It premiered at London’s Royalty Theatre on April 13 of the same year and – due to the popularity of its first performance – was selected by Inez Bensusan for an extended run that included twelve more performances at suffrage meetings throughout the United Kingdom (Hollledge 67). *How the Vote Was Won* employs conventions of farce, reversing gender dynamics through the correction of anti-suffrage principles. In doing so, Hamilton and St. John adapted traditional comic form, staging a celebration of women’s enfranchisement instead of marriage. *How the Vote Was Won* takes place in the home of adamant anti-suffragist Horace Cole. The play opens on a discussion between Horace’s wife Ethel and her militant sister, Winifred. As they discuss the impending women’s general strike, Winifred warns Ethel about the imminent arrival of Horace’s female relatives. Stating that women across the country will soon be seeking immediate refuge and support from their closest male relative, Winifred states: “Every man, either in a public capacity or a private one, will find himself face to face with the appalling problem of maintaining millions of women in idleness” (8). To the couple’s disbelief, Winifred’s prediction comes to fruition. Moments after Winifred’s exit, the home is bombarded with Horace’s female relatives, who have abandoned their various jobs to take up residence with the Coles. Faced with the impossibility of supporting all five women that come parading into his household, Horace is given no other choice but to support the suffrage cause.” (Rebecca Flynn i http://theses.ucalgary.ca/bitstream/11023/2326/2/ucalgary_2015_flynn_rebecca%20.pdf; lesedato 08.02.17)

Den spanske forfatteren Miguel de Unamuno som “wrote an essay to demonstrate that the best way to reach the people was through a revival of the popular techniques of Spanish Golden Age drama, managed to get eight of the eleven plays which he wrote performed, but with scant acclaim. Even when he attempted farce as a means to inculcate a serious message (La Princesa doña Lambra and La difunta (The Deceased), both 1909)” ble det ingen suksess (Howarth 1978 s. 100). Briten Franz Arnold og østerrikeren Ernst Bach skrev i 1914 *Den spanske flue*, et skuespill som har blitt kalt “farsenes farse”. “Handlingen foregår i sennepsfabrikant Heinrich Klinkes dagligstue […] Replikken “Gled deg pappa – her er jeg” er også stykkets undertittel. Sennepsfabrikant Klinke hadde nemlig en gang en luftig forbindelse med danserinnen på restauranten Den Røde Mølle. Hun ble kalt Den spanske flue, og nærkontakten fikk uante følger.” (http://arkiv.nrk.no/programoversikt/avansert/index7af5.html; lesedato 06.02.17) Idyllen av anstendighet og høy moral slår sprekker etter 25 år med hemmelighold. I hele denne perioden har Klinke betalt bidrag til barnets mor, men nå blir Klinke utpresset fordi flere har fått kjennskap til hans erotiske affære med Den spanske flue. Det oppstår tallrike komiske forvekslinger i løpet av skuespillet. Og flere menn enn Klinke kan vise seg å være barnets far.
Det finnes undersjanger, f.eks. “slapstick farce” og “bedroom farce” (Howarth 1978 s. 120). På 1920-tallet “suddenly a new form of farce, the bedroom farce, began to emerge. This brought the comedy of too many doors, hidden onlookers and lots of sexual innuendo to match the new morality, (or lack thereof) of the Jazz Age. Many argue that this was mainly due to one particular playwright: Ben Travers. His famous series at the Aldwych Theatre: Rookery Nook, Turkey Time, Thark, A Cup of Kindness, A Cuckoo in The Nest, these plays set the tone for British farce for the next 50 years, including Alan Ayckbourn, Noel Coward and many more” (Rosie Field i loversandliarsmedley.wordpress.com/about/a-dramaturgs-perspective/the-origins-of-farce; lesedato 21.11.16).

Julia Listengartens bok Russian Tragifarce: Its Cultural and Political Roots (2000) “explores the genre of Russian tragifarce (an extreme form of tragicomedy) that emerged as a phenomenon in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Russian theater and drama, yet still remains an essentially uninvestigated literary and theatrical form in Western dramatic criticism. It traces the development of tragifarce in Russian theater, focusing on dramatic works written by Gogol, Sukhovo-Kobylin, Chekhov, Erdman, Bulgakov, and others, as well as theatrical productions staged by Vakhtangov and Meyerhold. This study emphasizes the dualistic character of this genre that embodies the ambivalent spirit of Russian culture and politics.” (https://www.amazon.com/Russian-Tragifarce-Cultural-Political-Roots/dp/1575910330; lesedato 16.01.17)

“The dualistic character of Russian tragifarce embodied the ambivalent spirit of Russian culture and politics. [...] Gogol and Sukhovo-Kobylin were the first nineteenth-century Russian dramatists to discover a new depth in the genre of farce by imbuing it with a tragic vision at the same time as they approached tragedy itself as an ambivalent genre, existing on the edge of the farcical. In their plays the old form of knockabout farce, filled with physical action, mistaken identities, and love intrigue, received a new philosophical base that dwelled on the futility of characters’ aspirations and the foolishness of their condition. In the late nineteenth century Chekhov continued the tragifarcical tradition in his one-act and full-length plays. In 1906 Blok wrote The Fairground Booth, a tragifarcical form of commedia dell’arte that toys with the principles of Symbolist theatre. In the post-revolutionary period such tragifarcical plays as Erdman’s The Mandate (1924) and The Suicide (1928) and Bulgakov’s Zovka’s Apartment (1926), The Crimson Island (1927), and Flight (1928) reflected the ambivalence of Soviet reality; tragifarce perfectly captured the uncertainties in the political and cultural life of this period. The post-revolutionary period of the 1920s and 1930s also initiated the Absurdist movement in Russian drama: Kharms’ and Vvedensky’s plays prefigured the spirit of Beckett’s and Ionesco’s tragifarcas, which inaugurated the Theatre of the Absurd in the rest of Europe. [...] Meyerhold’s tragic-grotesque staging of The Fairground Booth in 1906 and culminated in Meyerhold’s 1926 staging of Gogol’s The Inspector General. In its urge to combine dramatic opposites and present a unified picture of reality, however grotesquely exaggerated and absurd, tragifarce has
provided numerous possibilities for theatrical production in Russia and simultaneously developed into an intellectually refined and politically ambiguous dramatic form.” (https://deep.blue.lib.umich.edu/handle/2027.42/130049; lesedato 23.01.17)

Den sveitsiske forfatteren Friedrich Dürrenmatts Fysikerne er en “classic European farce […] about three theoretical physicists who believe they are Einstein, Newton and Möbius. They are locked in a lunatic asylum and each gets tangled in vicious murders. Amidst all the jokes is a real relationship between a scientist who may or may not be mad and his nurse who wants to save him. The Physicists was first performed in 1962 at the height of the Cold War. The serious subject behind the farce is what to do with the knowledge of weapons of mass destruction once let out of the genie’s bottle. Who controls that knowledge? Can scientists remain free, even in the free world?” (http://stagevoices.com/2016/09/05/friedrich-durrenmatt-the-physicists-listen-now-on-bbc-radio-3-link-below/; lesedato 28.12.16)

Den italienske teatermannen Dario Fos skuespill En anarkists tilfeldige død (1970) “starts off with a back story of a bomb going off at a railway station and the only anarchist was the suspect. After interrogation the anarchist committed suicide in the police station by jumping out of a window. The play begins in a police station with a character called Maniac who is convicted of impersonation. After this, he gets out and pretends to be a judge, and the play then develops from here. […] Fo even makes a joke about the cast being very small – ‘Maniac: Remind me not to appear in these cheap touring productions again. Can’t even afford a decent-sized cast’. […] when he was pretending to be the judge and ‘helping’ the Superintendent and Pissani to write another transcript, he ended up getting the Superintendent and Pissani into more trouble than before which then unravelled the truth. As this is a comedic play, farce is presented throughout it for the entertainment for the audience. […] This is farce as the Maniac is being deliberately absurd by suggesting that they sang after interrogation. This is effective, because it gets the audience to laugh at the ludicrousness of this.” (Ritu Vadgama i http://rituvadgama.weebly.com/the-farce-of-dario-fo.html; 10.01.17)

Den rumensk-franske forfatteren Eugène Ionesco skrev en rekke absurde skuespill, og noen av dem har blitt kalt farser. “Over the past thirty years, Ionesco has been called a “tragic clown,” the “Shakespeare of the Absurd,” the “Enfant Terrible of the Avant-Garde,” and the “Inventor of the Metaphysical Farce” ” (http://www.the.parisreview.org/interviews/2956/eugene-ionesco-the-art-of-theater-no-6-eugene-ionesco; lesedato 07.12.16). “There is, of course, more to his work than tragedy. There is much comedy, what critics have characterized as metaphysical farce. “There is farce because the world is farcical,” he said. “The world is a joke that God has played on man. We enter His game, we join His game.” ” (http://www.nytimes.com/1988/06/15/theater/the-arts-festival-eugene-ionesco-in-defense-of-the-absurd.html; lesedato 12.12.16)
“I provinsbyen Brandenburg [i Øst-Tyskland], bak jernteppet på slutten av syttitallet, regisserte [Frank] Castorf et sosialistisk stykke som farse. Regimet tvangsforflyttet ham derfor langt uti gokk, til Anklam, en enda mindre og ubetydeligere by. De håpet at kunstneren, som sjef for et lite teater, ville visne i den “ærefulle” provinsielle stillingen. Råtn bort.” (Morgenbladet 5.–11. august 2016 s. 34)


Albert Bermelss bok Farce: A History from Aristophanes to Woody Allen (1990) “describes the art form rather than defines it. Part 1 illustrates the nature of farce and its relationship to tragedy, comedy, and melodrama. Part 2 is a cumulative biography of farce, beginning with Greek and Roman writers and continuing through Shakespeare, Moliere, and into the Dadaists, Surrealists, and others of the twentieth century. The book reviews a Hollywood-inspired resurgence of farce, which has seeped into such diverse artistic categories as painting, fiction, poetry, dance, and music. The book also discusses the works of such modern masters of farce as Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton, the Marx Brothers, Woody Allen, Mel Brooks, Sid Caesar, and Monty Python.” (https://eric.ed.gov/?id=ED332177; lesedato 03.02.17)

Noe som blir skandaløst eller komisk dårlig gjennomført, blir ofte kalt en farse, f.eks. en politisk eller byråkratisk sak.

Alle artiklene i leksikonet er tilgjengelig på https://www.litteraturogmedieleksikon.no